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1. The exhibition’s origins 

In 2007, the exhibition “Europe is our history! 50 years of European construction”, designed and produced by Tempora SA 
at the request of the Museum of Europe, was presented in Brussels on the occasion of the anniversary of the Treaties of 
Rome. The exhibition was quite naturally addressed at all Europeans, but in particular, with it being presented in Brussels, 
was aimed at an audience drawn from the founding Member States of the European Union. In 2009, at the request of the 
Municipality of Wroclaw, the exhibition was presented in Poland in a version adapted for a Polish audience. The Cardinal 
Kominek (1903-1974) was part of this adaptation which enabled us to discover his initiatives for reconciliation in Europe.  
This gave rise to the itinerant exhibition which, after Italy (The Vatican), Germany (Berlin) and Poland (Wroclaw), is today 
presented in Brussels: it allows us to discover the initiatives, of which most Belgians are largely unaware, of this Polish 
prelate in favor of reconciliation that was long thought impossible, between Germans and Poles. And therefore, more 
extensively between Europeans. 

2. The historical context

 “The Poles”, explains the Professor Krzysztof Pomian, exhibition curator, “were still suffering from the scars of the war of 
servitude and extermination carried out by Nazi Germany against their people, their country and their culture. On the other 
side, the FRG refused to recognize the attribution made to Poland at the Potsdam conference (1945) of former German 
territories in compensation for those it had to abandon to the East. And one section of the German population felt a keen 
sense of injustice at the loss, without hope of recovery, of their ancestral homes now occupied by Poles who had been 
forced to leave their own.”      
Was reconciliation between these two peoples impossible? Bolesław Kominek, the archbishop of Wroclaw was convinced, 
in his own words, that “Nationalism was a thing of the past. Europe is the future.” In 1965, during the Vatican II Council, he 
drafted a letter that was cosigned by all the Polish bishops present in Rome, the Letter of the Polish bishops to their Ger-
man brothers in Christ, which contained towards the end a sentence that became famous: “We forgive and we are asking 
for forgiveness”. German-Polish reconciliation was underway.

3. The exhibition 
The exhibition is designed around three ‘acts’:
 • In Hitler’s shadow: 1939-1945
 • In Stalin’s shadow: 1945-1956 
 • Towards reconciliation: 1956-1974

Works of art, archival documents, personal and historical objects, museum installations uniting their powers of recall so 
that the visitor can relive a double history: the tragic history of two peoples in confrontation and that of a single man who, 
initially only a ‘simple’ spectator of this history, grew to become one of its principal actors.



4. Practical Information

The exhibition will be held in the Ravenstein gallery opposite the main entrance of BOZAR (Mezzanine of the Ravenstein 
gallery) from June 9 to July 30 2017 (free entry). 
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